Donations will be picked up daily from Food Recovery Program participating businesses and driven directly to the Freedge.

All items need to be labeled for contents and date prepared by the commercial donors or by volunteers using program specific labels.

Report Food Recovery Program recovery data using the QR code.

Temperature needs be taken daily. Temperature is best taken by stacking two wrapped items together and waiting a few minutes for a correct reading.

Check Freedge for spoiled food, eliminating items that are no longer suitable for consumption or do not fit donation rules.

Sort all removed food items into the waste station provided near the Freedge. Pay close attention to what it compostable, recyclable, or landfill material.

1. Freedge stocking procedures:
   - Donations will be picked up daily from Food Recovery Program participating businesses and driven directly to the Freedge.
   - All items need to be labeled for contents and date prepared by the commercial donors or by volunteers using program specific labels.
   - Report Food Recovery Program recovery data using the QR code.

2. Monitoring procedures:
   - Temperature needs be taken daily. Temperature is best taken by stacking two wrapped items together and waiting a few minutes for a correct reading.
   - Check Freedge for spoiled food, eliminating items that are no longer suitable for consumption or do not fit donation rules.
   - Sort all removed food items into the waste station provided near the Freedge. Pay close attention to what it compostable, recyclable, or landfill material.

3. Cleaning procedures:
   - Wipe out the Freedge including shelves and bottom of the unit using the cleaner and towels provided.
   - When garbage receptacles are full, please move full trash bags to the garbage area. Please replace liners to cans and secure supplies.

For all questions Freedge please contact the Food Recovery Program Team at foodrecovery@sustainableconnections.org or call (360) 647-7093 Ext 119

Freedge hours of operation Tuesday – Saturday 11AM-6PM

All volunteers are pre-scheduled and trained by the Food Recovery Program. To find out how you can get involved as a volunteer please contact the Food Recovery Program.

1. Freedge stocking procedures:
   - Donations will be picked up daily from Food Recovery Program participating businesses and driven directly to the Freedge.
   - All items need to be labeled for contents and date prepared by the commercial donors or by volunteers using program specific labels.
   - Report Food Recovery Program recovery data using the QR code.

2. Monitoring procedures:
   - Temperature needs be taken daily. Temperature is best taken by stacking two wrapped items together and waiting a few minutes for a correct reading.
   - Check Freedge for spoiled food, eliminating items that are no longer suitable for consumption or do not fit donation rules.
   - Sort all removed food items into the waste station provided near the Freedge. Pay close attention to what it compostable, recyclable, or landfill material.

3. Cleaning procedures:
   - Wipe out the Freedge including shelves and bottom of the unit using the cleaner and towels provided.
   - When garbage receptacles are full, please move full trash bags to the garbage area. Please replace liners to cans and secure supplies.